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OOK REVIEW

bservation  and  Ecology.  Broadening  the  Scope  of  Sci-
nce to  Understand  a  Complex  World,  R.  Sagarin,  A.
auchard. Island  Press,  Washington,  DC  (2012).  213  pp.,
SBN:  978-1-59726-826-4

Rafe Sagarin and Anìbal Pauchard have written an engag-
ng manifesto  for a renaissance of field research in ecology. In
ssence, the book revives an old debate: is ecology a nomo-
hetic, reductionistic and experimental science that should
roceed by identifying universal laws through experimen-
al testing of hypotheses under controlled conditions, or is
t an ideographic, holistic and observation-based science that
hould attempt to embrace the complexities of individual real-
orld ecological systems that are characterised by myriads
f interacting factors, historicity, and context-dependences?
agarin and Pauchard are sceptics of controlled experiments
nd partisans of field research for three main reasons: (i) con-
rolled experiments cannot address processes at large spatial
nd temporal scales, (ii) the functioning of complex sys-
ems cannot be understood by studying different mechanisms
eparately, and (iii) only exploratory research based on data
rom the ‘real’ systems can elucidate the role of ‘unknown
nknowns’ (i.e. factors that we do not know yet that they
atter). These arguments are not new, but the book presents

hem in a new light.
The originality of the book is that the authors put observa-

ions – both observational data and the act of observation – at
he centre of their argument; rather than theoretical concepts
uch as holism. Such an entry point has several advantages.
oremost, it makes the book highly accessible for gradu-
te students, teachers, and policy makers. The authors build
xtensively on their personal experiences as ecologists and
llustrate their arguments with many concrete examples. In
ddition, short textboxes of renowned colleagues such as Paul
ayton or Stuart Pimm enrich the text. The book helps a
road audience to learn about the methodological challenges
f producing reliable ecological information for environmen-
al decision-making. Second, the authors praise the precious
alue of skilled field ecologists that apprehend nature through
ll senses – vision, sound, smell, taste, touch. They illustrate
onvincingly that rich and ‘tacit’ ecological knowledge is
ritical for robust science and can only be gained through
Please cite this article in press as: Kueffer, C. Book review. Basic  and  Appl

ong-term personal engagement with nature outdoors. Third,
hey argue that doing science is always also a social activ-
ty; a way of building relationships with collaborators and

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.baae.2013.05.005
takeholders. Field observations and social bonds that a field
cologist shares with practitioners can be an important basis
or effective knowledge exchange and ultimately working
ut solutions to environmental problems. Fourth, they call
or an up-scaling of data collection efforts in a time of data-
ntensive ecology; and they emphasise that data from diverse
ources ranging from technologies such as remote sensing
r animal-borne sensors to citizen science projects can be
aluable.

The book has a broad interdisciplinary scope, touching
pon topics as diverse as philosophy of science or storing
nd analysing large datasets. This makes it inspiring read-
ng, but as a consequence space is limited to treat some
uestions in more depth. I felt in particular that the book
ould have profited from a more systematic and thorough

reatment of the epistemological and methodological argu-
ents for observation-based ecology. For instance, debates

f the 1980s as exemplified by “Method in Ecology” by
hrader-Frechette and McCoy (1993, Cambridge Univer-
ity Press) are not covered; and relevant research activities
uch as simulation modelling or large-scale field experi-
entation are only cursorily mentioned. At times, the book

eems also too idealistic about the advantages of observation-
ased ecology. The authors argue that because observations
irectly reflect what happens in nature, observation-based
cience is intuitively accessible to everyone – and especially
olicy makers – and is scientifically robust. This underes-
imates in my view the importance of theory – informed
hrough experiments and modelling – in guiding interpreta-
ion of observation and consensus formation among experts
nd stakeholders especially when dealing with complex and
apidly changing environmental systems. Only based on
bservations, would we by now believe in climate change? I
oubt it.

Sagarin and Pauchard present their vision of ecology with
nergy and persuasion. I wish that the book does to our gen-
ration what Peters’ “A Critique for Ecology” (Cambridge
niversity Press, 1991) did to ecologists in the 1990s: trig-
er lively debates about the ecology we need to move the
cience forward and contribute effectively to overcoming the
ajor environmental crises of our time.
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